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Topological insulators supporting non-Abelian anyonic excitations are in the center of attention as candi-
dates for topological quantum computation. In this paper, we analyze the ground-state properties of disordered
non-Abelian anyonic chains. The resemblance of fusion rules of non-Abelian anyons and real-space decimation
strongly suggests that disordered chains of such anyons generically exhibit infinite-randomness phases. Con-
centrating on the disordered golden chain model with nearest-neighbor coupling, we show that Fibonacci
anyons with the fusion rule  =1  exhibit two infinite-randomness phases: a random-singlet phase when
all bonds prefer the trivial fusion channel and a mixed phase which occurs whenever a finite density of bonds
prefers the  fusion channel. Real-space renormalization-group RG analysis shows that the random-singlet
fixed point is unstable to the mixed fixed point. By analyzing the entanglement entropy of the mixed phase, we
find its effective central charge and find that it increases along the RG flow from the random-singlet point, thus
ruling out a c theorem for the effective central charge.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.78.224204 PACS numbers: 71.23.An, 71.10.Pm
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting frontiers of physics is the
behavior of interacting many-body quantum systems. Such
systems are particularly challenging and rich when consid-
ered in low dimensionalities and in the presence of disorder.
A common platform for the discussion of collective behavior
is a quantum magnet. Already in one dimension, where the
behavior of quantum magnets is supposed to be the simplest,
surprises emerged: the Haldane gap of integer spin chains1,2
and, more importantly for this work, the random-singlet
phase.3,4 The latter describes the ground state of a disordered
spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain, where the spins pair up in and
form singlets in a random fashion Fig. 1. Most of the sin-
glets connect near neighbors, but some are very long ranged
and lead to algebraically decaying average correlations. The
random-singlet phase is the first known example of the
infinite-randomness paradigm of one-dimensional 1D ran-
dom systems. Contrary to the quantum scaling in pure sys-
tems, where 1 /ELz, infinite-randomness systems obey the
scaling ln EL and exhibit many other intriguing proper-
ties.
Another paradigm for interacting quantum matter is the
fractional quantum Hall system. In addition to robust frac-
tionally charged excitations, Hall bars with electronic densi-
ties tuned to special fractions, such as =5 /2 and 12/5, are
expected to exhibit non-Abelian quasiparticle excitations and
defects,5,6 which may be used to realize a topologically pro-
tected qubit7,8 but more importantly to provide an example of
a completely new type of quantum matter. Non-Abelian
anyons display a remarkable feature: the dimension of the
Hilbert space spanned by N non-Abelions grows asymptoti-
cally as DN, where D is the quantum dimension of the non-
Abelion, is irrational. This is a consequence of the so-called
fusion rules of the non-Abelions. In this paper we will inves-
tigate the properties of one-dimensional disordered systems
composed of non-Abelions, concentrating on the case of the
Fibonacci anyons, for which the allowed values of the so-
called topological charge can be either 1 or .
The investigation of the so-called Fibonacci chain has so
far concentrated on the analysis and phases in the translation-
ally invariant case.9,10 It turns out that the system is exactly
solvable by mapping to an RSOS model and is described at
low energies by a minimal model conformal field theory with
central charge c= 710 in the antiferromagnetic case favoring
fusion into the trivial channel and c= 45 in the ferromagnetic
case favoring fusion into the  channel. The richness of this
example stems from the unique structure of the Hilbert space
of a system comprising non-Abelian anyons. As we argue
below, however, an important insight is that the construction
of the Hilbert state of a random non-Abelian chain is analo-
gous to the construction of the ground state and low-lying
excitation spectrum of a spin chain. Furthermore, contrary to
FIG. 1. Sample random-singlet ground state of a spin-1/2 anti-
ferromagnetic chain. Each line represents a singlet. Singlets form in
a random fashion, mostly between nearest neighbors but occasion-
ally between distant sites giving rise to an average correlation that
decays algebraically.
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spin chains comprising garden-variety spins, the Hilbert-
space structure of non-Abelian chains guarantees the appear-
ance of an infinite-randomness scaling in the presence of
disorder. The exotic nature of the non-Abelions suggests that
the infinite-randomness phases they will exhibit will be dif-
ferent and perhaps even expand our dictionary of infinite-
randomness universality classes, currently limited to the per-
mutation symmetric sequence.11–13
Another interesting aspect of infinite-randomness phases
is their entanglement entropy. The bipartite entanglement en-
tropy of a pure spin chain at criticality scales logarithmically
with its size and is proportional to the central charge of the
conformal field theory describing the critical point.14–16 Fur-
thermore, the central charge and therefore also the entangle-
ment entropy of a pure spin chain obeys the Zamolodchikov
c theorem: it must decrease along renormalization-group
RG flow lines. Random spin chains also have entropy that
scales logarithmically with size and with a universal coeffi-
cient that we identify as an effective central charge.17–20 An
outstanding question was whether the c theorem applies to
renormalization-group flows between infinite-randomness
fixed points of the random chains. The evidence so far has
been limited since the overwhelming majority of entangle-
ment entropy calculations were done in the random-singlet
phase of various systems. The only exception so far has been
the entanglement entropy at the critical point between the
Haldane phase and the random-singlet phase of a spin-1 ran-
dom antiferromagnet, where the effective central charge in-
deed decreases along real-space RG flow lines.18 In this pa-
per, we find a real-space RG flow along which the effective
central charge increases, thus violating any conjectured c
theorem for flows between strong randomness fixed points.
The first analysis of the random Fibonacci chain21 con-
centrated on the random antiferromagnetic Fibonacci chain.
A random-singlet phase was found with an effective central
charge reflecting the quantum dimension of the Fibonacci
anyons; ceff= ln , with =
1+5
2 being the golden ratio. In this
paper we extend the analysis to the completely disordered
Fibonacci chain, which contains both AFM antiferromag-
netic favoring fusion into a singlet as well as ferromag-
netic FM favoring fusion into a  bonds—we will refer to
it as the mixed Fibonacci chain. We find that the random-
singlet phase is unstable to FM perturbations and flows to a
stable fixed point which, at low energy, is described by an
equal mixture of FM and AFM bonds, with identical infinite-
randomness universal strength distributions. We calculate the
entanglement entropy of this new fixed point and show that it
is larger than that in the unstable AFM random-singlet point.
We thus have an example of a flow between two infinite-
randomness fixed points along which the effective central
charge increases.
In the rest of the paper we will describe our analysis of
the random Fibonacci chain. In Sec. II we review the real-
space renormalization group and the Hilbert space and
Hamiltonian of the Fibonacci chain. In Sec. III we define the
model and discuss the decimation rules necessary for a real-
space RG analysis. The decimation steps are then used for
the calculation of flow equations for the disorder distribution.
We use these to derive the phase diagram and investigate the
stability of the fixed points found from the flow equations.
Section IV will describe the entanglement entropy calcula-
tion for the random Fibonacci chain. Before concluding, we
will discuss the correspondence between the construction of
the ground state of a random spin chain and the construction
of the Hilbert space of a chain of non-Abelian anyons. This
provides the basis for further investigation of other kinds of
non-Abelian chains, such as the full SU2k sequence.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Real-space renormalization group
To find the ground state of disordered spin chains, Ma and
Dasgupta22,23 introduced the strong disorder real-space renor-
malization group. The random spin-1/2 Heisenberg model
provides the simplest example for this method. The model is
given by
H = 
i
Ji,i+1Si · Si+1, 1
where the couplings Ji,i+10 are positive and randomly dis-
tributed. Note that, as far as the Hilbert space is concerned,
we have for two neighboring sites
1
2

1
2
= 0  1, 2
and the interactions in the Hamiltonian simply give an en-
ergy splitting between the two representations on the right-
hand side. The procedure now is to pick the largest Ji,i+1,
which effectively truncates the excited triplet and leaves the
ground state in a singlet, and do perturbation theory around
that state. Quantum fluctuations then induce an effective cou-
pling according to the so-called Ma-Dasgupta rule:22,23
Ji−1,i+2 =
Ji−1,iJi+1,i+2
2Ji,i+1
. 3
So sites i and i+1 are decimated and replaced with an effec-
tive interaction between i−1 and i+2. Iteration of this pro-
cedure produces bonds on all length scales. This is the
random-singlet ground state.
A quantitative description is obtained by tracking the RG
flow of the coupling distribution. It is useful to employ loga-
rithmic couplings:3
i,i+1 = ln

Ji,i+1
, 4
where =maxi Ji,i+1. In these variables the Ma-Dasgupta
rule Eq. 3 reads
i−1,i+2 = i−1,i + i+1,i+2 5
up to an additive constant of ln 2 which can be safely ne-
glected. As the couplings get decimated  decreases. It is
convenient to define the RG flow parameter as
 = ln
0

, 6
where 0 is the maximal coupling of the bare Hamiltonian.
Let P be the distribution of couplings. We can derive a
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flow equation for P by decimating the couplings in the
infinitesimal interval = 0,d and seeing how their proba-
bilistic weight is redistributed. We obtain
d
d
P =
P

+ P0	
0

d1	
0

d2	 − 1
− P1P2 . 7
The first term comes from the overall change in scale, and
the second term comes from the Ma-Dasgupta rule. These
equations have a solution
P =
1

e−/, 8
which is an attractive fixed point to essentially all physical
initial configurations. This solution permits us to read off
features of the random-singlet phase; for example, one can
with a little more work derive the energy-length scaling re-
lation,
L1/2   = ln1/E , 9
which thus has the exponent,
 = 1/2. 10
B. Hilbert space and Hamiltonian of the Fibonacci chain
We now construct the Hilbert space and Hamiltonian of
the Fibonacci chain. The system is modeled as a chain of
non-Abelian anyons carrying the nontrivial topological
charge . Heuristically, we want the property that
   = 1   , 11
which states that the Hilbert space of two neighboring ’s is
the direct sum of a trivial component and another copy of .
This unusual property immediately prevents us from describ-
ing the Hilbert space as a tensor product of local degrees of
freedom. Indeed, a naive interpretation of the tensor product
in Eq. 11 would give the dimension of the space  to be the
golden ratio, an irrational number. This problem is resolved
by the adoption of the machinery of truncated tensor prod-
ucts of representations of SU2 at level k, but rather than
developing it here we instead give two elementary construc-
tions of the Hilbert space. We note, however, the analogy
between Eqs. 2 and 11; indeed the Hamiltonian, defined
below, will simply yield an energy splitting between the two
representations on the right-hand side of Eq. 11.
The simplest way to construct the Hilbert space is to de-
fine basis states by labeling each link between two ’s with a
1 or , with the constraint that one is not allowed to have two
consecutive 1’s Fig. 2a. The dimension DN of the Hilbert
space for N sites then follows the Fibonacci recursion,
DN = DN−1 + DN−2, 12
which is solved by DNN. Thus there are 
1.618 “de-
grees of freedom” on each site note: we use  to denote the
nontrivial topological charge and the value of the golden
mean, as well as the corresponding representation of SU2k
where appropriate.
While this link description of the Hilbert space is most
convenient computationally, there is an equivalent but more
abstract one that is useful in defining the Hamiltonian and
carrying out the real-space RG procedure. In this abstract
description the Hilbert space is defined as the set of all triva-
lent graphs with end points at the N nodes, modulo the
F-matrix relations see Fig. 3 where the F matrix is
F =  −1 −1/2
−1/2 − −1
 . 13
The edges of the graph represent nontrivial topological
charge  and trivalent vertices represent the fusion of two ’s
into another . To relate this graphical picture to the link
basis, note that the link basis states can be viewed as triva-
lent graphs, as in Fig. 2b, and any other trivalent graph can
be reduced to a superposition of these using F-matrix moves
for example, see Fig. 4. The inner product of two graphs is
defined by reflecting one of the graphs and concatenating it
with the other along the N nodes.
We now define the Hamiltonian. There are two kinds of
nearest-neighbor interactions we consider: we can either
project onto total topological charge  of the pair, in which
case we refer to the interaction as ferromagnetic F, or onto
the trivial charge 1—this interaction is antiferromagnetic A.
The F and A designations are by analogy with the spin-1/2
1 1
a)
b)
FIG. 2. a A state in the Hilbert space: the labels 1 and  specify
the total topological charge of all the sites to the left or equiva-
lently right of the bond, with the fusion rules obeyed at each triva-
lent node. b The same state in graph notation—we only draw the
’s.
== 0
n= 0
F
mn
1
m
= n
a)
b)
FIG. 3. The F-matrix relations. a Graphs that can be discon-
nected by cutting one edge are equal to 0 the no tadpole condition
and disconnected loops are worth . b Local reconnection rules
are given by the F matrix defined in the text. Here m and n are
binary variables equal to either  or 1, i.e., the link is either there or
not.
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case, where antiferromagnetic interactions favor a singlet,
which has trivial spin, and ferromagnetic interactions favor
nonzero total spin,
H = Ji1 − Pi
i , 14
where for each site Ji is a positive random number with a
given distribution and 
i=A for the Hamiltonian describing
the AFM fixed point, while 
i=F ,A at random for the
Hamiltonian describing the mixed FM/AFM fixed point.
Here Pi
F/A are the projectors onto the ferromagnetic and an-
tiferromagnetic sectors of the pairs of sites. These projection
operators are defined graphically in Fig. 5. They can also be
viewed in the link basis if we apply F-matrix rules to decom-
pose the result of the concatenations in Fig. 5.
As an illustration of the complicated nature of the Hilbert
space, we analyze the “rainbow” state that arises in the en-
tanglement entropy calculation for the AFM chain21 see Fig.
6a. If we assume the partition bond i.e., the bond that
divides the system into two subsystems to lie in the middle
of the chain, then this state turns out to be quite entangled.
We will be more precise later, but the idea is that to compute
the entanglement entropy, we want to use F-matrix moves to
write the state as a superposition of states shown in Fig. 6b.
This way we push all the nontrivial parts of the graph into
one of the two halves, and the entanglement can be read off
from the coefficients of the new states. Carrying this out,
Ref. 21 showed that for large number N of singlets, the en-
tropy is asymptotically N log2 . Thus the asymptotic contri-
bution of each singlet is log2 . Note, however, that when N
is small, there are deviations from this form. In particular,
when N=1, so that we have only one  anyon in each half,
the Hilbert space has only one state and so the state counting
entropy is 0. These sorts of subtleties will be treated care-
fully when we do our entropy calculation for the mixed FM/
AFM fixed point.
III. INFINITE RANDOMNESS FIXED POINTS OF THE
GOLDEN CHAINS
A. Ma-Dasgupta decimation rules
The graphical description of the Hilbert space in terms of
trivalent graphs shows how the real-space RG method can be
generalized to the case of the mixed Fibonacci chain, con-
taining both FM and AFM interactions. As before one first
picks the largest coupling Ji in Eq. 14 and assumes that it
localizes a state on i and i+1 with total topological charge
either 1 or , depending on whether the interaction is AFM or
FM. Graphically this localization is just a restriction to
graphs that have a singlet spanning the two sites AFM case
or graphs that have the two ’s at i and i+1 fuse into another
 FM case. Again the state of the two sites is perturbed by
the other two bonds connecting these sites to the rest of the
chain.
To study the effect of this perturbation consider the
Hamiltonian 14 acting on four  particles with site labels
1–4. Using the fact that Pi
F
=1− Pi
A this Hamiltonian can, up
to an irrelevant constant, be taken to be
H = − J1P1
A
− J2P2
A
− J3P3
A
, 15
where now the sign of a given Ji, connecting particles at sites
i and i+1, can be positive or negative, corresponding to
AFM or FM bonds, respectively. We then assume that J2 is
the highest-energy bond, with J2 J1 , J2, and write Eq.
15 as H=H0+H, where H0=−J2P2A is the “unperturbed”
Hamiltonian and H=−J1P1A−J3P3A is the perturbation.
First consider the case of decimating an AFM bond for
which J20. The two degenerate ground states of H0 will
have a singlet connecting particles 2 and 3 i.e., these two
particles will have total topological charge 1, while particles
1 and 4 can combine to either have topological charge 1 or .
We denote these two unperturbed states as 1 and .
Since the total topological charge of the four particles is a
“good” quantum number, the perturbation H will lead to an
energy splitting, Jeff, between the state of these four particles
with total topological charge 1 and the state with total topo-
-1+-1/2
-1+-1/2
0
n
n= 0
F
0n
1
==
=
=
FIG. 4. The trivalent graph on the left-hand side expressed in
terms of the link basis.
a)
b)
FIG. 5. a Projection operator PiA on a pair of sites. b Projec-
tion operator Pi
F on a different pair of sites.
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
a)
b)
FIG. 6. A rainbow diagram. The partition bond is in the
middle.
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logical charge . This energy splitting can then be described
by a new Hamiltonian Heff=−JeffP1A, where now P1A acts on
particles 1 and 4. It is straightforward to compute Jeff using
second-order perturbation theory with the result,
Jeff =
1HP2
FH1
J2
−
HP2
FH
J2
. 16
In this expression the FM projection operator PF projects
H1, onto the excited Hilbert space of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian H0 with energy J2 above the ground state.
Using the techniques described in Sec. II the matrix ele-
ments appearing in Eq. 16 can be evaluated to find
1HP2
FH12 = J1 + J32
1
2
− J1 + J3 1
2
2,
17
HP2
FH2 = J1
2 + J3
2
1
2
− J1 + J3 1
2
2. 18
It then follows that
Jeff =
2
2
J1J3
J2
. 19
Thus we see that when an AFM bond is decimated the usual
Ma-Dasgupta rule holds. The value of the coefficient 2 /2 is
not significant except for the fact that because it is less than
1, Jeff will always be less than J2. As for the usual Ma-
Dasgupta rule, the resulting interaction will be AFM if J1 and
J3 have the same sign and FM if J1 and J3 have opposite
signs.
Next consider the case of a FM bond for which J20 in
Eq. 15. In this case the two  particles connected by J2 fuse
to form a cluster with topological charge . The  particles
on either side of this cluster will then interact with it but with
modified interaction strengths J˜1 and J˜3.
To compute these modified interactions, consider particle
1, which is coupled to the newly formed cluster through the
“bare” interaction J1. To see the effect of the decimation on
any operator O on the pair of particles 1 and 2, we simply
project this operator down to the decimated subspace: Onew
= PFOPF, where PF acts on particles 2 and 3. Composing the
operators graphically in Fig. 7 we see that PF turns into PA
and vice versa, with an extra factor of 1 /.
Another way to see this is as follows. There are two pos-
sible states for the  particle at site 1 and the  cluster formed
by particles 2 and 3—the total topological charge of all three
particles can be either 1 or . Again we denote these two
states as 1 and . In this case the effective interaction
can be computed using first-order perturbation theory in H
=−J1P1
A with the result,
J˜1 = 1J1P1
A1 − J1P1
A . 20
The calculation of these matrix elements is again straightfor-
ward and we find that
1P1
A1 = 0, 21
P1
A =
1

. 22
Thus we obtain
J˜1 = −
1

J1. 23
The same argument implies that J˜3=−
1
J3. The essential fea-
ture here is that when a FM bond is decimated the sign of the
effective interaction with the neighboring  particles is
flipped—FM bonds become AFM bonds and vice versa. In
addition there is numerical reduction in the bond strength by
a factor of 1 /. However, as above, the value of this coeffi-
cient is not important for determining the fixed-point behav-
ior of the model—the only important fact is that it is less
than 1 so we are guaranteed that J˜1 J2.
The two above results for decimation of strong bonds
constitute the strong randomness RG rules of the mixed ran-
dom Fibonacci chain. In the following we will derive the RG
flow equations for this case and show that it has nontrivial
fixed points.
B. Flow equations for the Fibonacci chain
In order to explore the phase diagram of the golden chain,
we must first turn the Ma-Dasgupta rules for the decimation
of FM and AFM bonds Eq. 19 to flow equations. This
goal was partially achieved in Ref. 21 for a golden chain
which contains only AFM bonds. As we shall see, including
FM bonds in this analysis reveals a new fixed point, where
the number of FM and AFM bonds is the same.
We begin our analysis by introducing the logarithmic no-
tation for bond strengths,
i = ln

Ji
, 24
where =maxiJi so that the AFM Ma-Dasgupta rule Eq.
19 reads eff=i−1+i+1−ln C. Note that while the i’s
carry the information about bond strengths, they do not
specify whether a bond is FM or AFM and i0. Let us
1 2 3 1 2 3
FIG. 7. Particles 2 and 3 are decimated ferromagnetically. The
effect on an AFM projection acting on 1 and 2 is simply to turn it
into an FM projection. For an AFM projector FM projector there
is a numerical factor associated to the graphical representation
above of −1 −1/2. Combining these, we get −1−1/22=−2, of
which −1/2 gets absorbed in the normalization for the new FM
projector and another −1/2 goes into the normalization of the wave
function, leaving −1. Thus PA on sites 1 and 2 turns into 1P
F
. A
similar graphical argument shows that PF turns into 1P
A
.
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next define the coupling distributions for the AFM positive
J’s and FM bonds negative J’s, respectively,
P, N . 25
The probability of a bond to be A or F is thus
pA = 	
0

dP ,
pF = 1 − pA = 	
0

dN . 26
In addition, we define =lnI to be the logarithmic RG flow
parameter. Its initial value is a nonuniversal constant of order
1. Moreover as the RG progresses, it flows to .
The flow equations for P and N are derived in
analogous fashion to those of the distributions in the spin-1/2
problem.3 Roughly speaking, the terms appearing in the two
flow equations are the result of: a rescaling of the UV cut-
off , b decimation of an AFM bond, and c decimation of
a FM bond. Below we will write the flow equations with
each term followed by an explanation or a diagram of the
decimation step giving rise to it. In the graphical representa-
tion on the right column below, A and F represent antiferro-
magnetic and ferromagnetic bonds, respectively, and the
bond decimated is represented by the bold letter with the hat.
Let us start with the flow of the AFM bond distribution:
dP
d
=
P

cut-off rescaling
+ P0	
0

d1	
0

d2	1 + 2 − P1P2 •A • Aˆ • A • ⇒ • A•
+ P0	
0

d1	
0

d2	1 + 2 − N1N2 •F • Aˆ • F • ⇒ • A•
− 2P0P neighbor removal in AFM decimation
+ 2N0N •F • Fˆ • F • ⇒ • A • A•
− 2N0P removal of neighboring AFM in FM decimation .
+ 2P0 + N0P
27
The last term feeds back the probability of bonds lost due to an AFM decimation, which removes a net of two bonds 2P0,
and due to a FM decimation, which removes a single bond N0.
Carrying out the analogous considerations for the FM bond distribution,
dN
d
=
N

cut-off rescaling
+ 2P0	
0

d1	
0

d2	1 + 2 − N1P2 •F • Aˆ • A • ⇒ • F•
− 2P0N neighbor removal in AFM decimation
+ 2N0P •A • Fˆ • A • ⇒ • F • F•
− 2N0N removal of neighboring FM in FM decimation .
+ 2P0 + N0N .
28
Once more, the last line makes sure that probability is con-
served.
Adding up all the above terms yields the following con-
cise flow equations:
dP
d
=
P

+ P0P  P + N  N + 2N0N − N0P ,
dN
d
=
N

+ 2P0N  P − N0N + 2N0P ,
29
where we also introduce the notation,
F  G = 	
0

dx1	
0

dx2	x − x1 − x2Fx1Gx2 . 30
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C. Fixed points of the real-space RG
From the flow equations Eq. 29 we can find the fixed
points of the golden chain. These appear as attractors of the
integrodifferential equations. To find them, we first note that
we can eliminate  by guessing a scale-invariant solution,3
P =
1

p/, N =
1

n/ . 31
Substituting this scaling ansatz gives
− p = 1 + xp + p0p  p + n  n + 2n0n − n0p ,
− n = 1 + xn + 2p0n  p + 2n0p − n0n . 32
Furthermore, the convolution hidden by the  sign compels
us to assume an exponential form for the unknown functions
nx and px;
px = p0e−x, nx = n0e−x. 33
This ansatz reduces the integrodifferential equations Eq.
29 to a set of three simple algebraic equations:
 = p0
2 + n0
2
,
n0 − 2p0
2 = 0,
n0 + p0 =  . 34
The exponential ansatz and the resulting Eq. 34 reveal
two fixed-point solutions. A first solution of Eq. 34 corre-
sponds to the pure AFM fixed point,
n0 = 0, p0 =  = 1. 35
This is the random-singlet phase discussed in Ref. 21. A new
fixed point, however, is found by allowing n0 to be nonzero;
 = 2, p0 = n0 = 1. 36
This fixed point has an equal proportion of FM and AFM
bonds, and although it is an infinite-randomness fixed point,
it is not a random-singlet point. Translating back to the origi-
nal variables, the coupling distributions are
N = P =
1

e−2/. 37
While =2 is one universal critical exponent describing
the universality class of the mixed FM/AFM phase, another
critical exponent is , which describes the energy-length
scaling,
ln
1
E
 L. 38
This is equivalent to
n 
1
1/
, 39
with n1 /L here being the density of undecimated sites.
To obtain , let us compute the density of free sites at the
energy scale . A FM bond decimation eliminates one site,
while an AFM decimation eliminates two sites. This implies
that the total density of undecimated sites obeys
1
n
dn
d
= − N0 − 2P0 = − 3
1

, 40
and therefore
n =
nI
3
, 41
which corresponds to the infinite-randomness critical expo-
nent,
 = 1/3. 42
From  and  of the mixed FM/AFM fixed point of the
Fibonacci random chain, we see that it is in the same univer-
sality class as the fixed point separating the gapped Haldane
phase and the random-singlet phase of the S=1 random
chain.
D. Stability of the phases
In Sec. III C we found the two fixed points of the random
golden chain. In order to construct its phase diagram, how-
ever, we must also study the stability of these fixed points.
As it turns out, the random-singlet phase is actually unstable
and flows to the mixed FM/AFM fixed point.
Let us begin our analysis with the mixed FM/AFM phase.
Assume a perturbation that breaks the balance between FM
and AFM bonds;
N = 1 − 	
1

e−2/, P = 1 + 	
1

e−2/. 43
Substituting into Eq. 29 very readily yields

d	
d
= − 5	 , 44
indicating stability with respect to FM/AFM imbalance.
By establishing the stability of the mixed phase, we es-
sentially doom the random-singlet phase to be unstable.
Complementing the analysis, however, near the AFM
random-singlet fixed point, we assume
N = 	
1

e−/, P = 1 − 	
1

e−/. 45
Again, substitution into Eq. 29 yields

d	
d
= 2	 , 46
which means that FM bonds are a relevant perturbation. In
addition, we find that the crossover exponent is
 = 2. 47
These results allow us to draw the flow diagram Fig. 8.
Thus the golden chain is in the AFM random-singlet phase
when it initially consists of only AFM bonds. On the other
hand, any finite density of FM bonds leads to the mixed
FM/AFM fixed point.
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IV. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY AT THE SYMMETRIC
FM-AFM POINT
A. Overview of the calculation
In this section we calculate the asymptotic scaling of the
block entanglement entropy of the disordered Fibonacci
chain, that is, the entanglement entropy between a region of
L consecutive sites and its complement. Because of the non-
local nature of the Hilbert space, some subtleties arise. Let us
first define entanglement entropy and then motivate our defi-
nition. Given two regions A and B, we have, as illustrated in
Fig. 9, superselection sectors for the topological charge with
the total Hilbert space,
H = HA
0
 HB
0
 HA
1
 HB
1
. 48
Here the superselection sectors HA
i and HB
i can formally be
thought of as n-point disk spaces. Given a state H we
decompose it according to Eq. 48 as =0+1. Each of
these has a Schmidt decomposition,
i = 
j
 j
i j
i
  j
i
, 49
where the states  j
i
  j
i have unit norm in H. We now define
the entanglement entropy in the usual way, as
S = − 
i,j
 j
i log2  j
i
. 50
To motivate this definition we note that it is equivalent to
the standard definition of entanglement entropy when we
implement the fusion rule constraints via large energy penal-
ties E in the Hamiltonian. Specifically, working in the link
basis for convenience, we enlarge the Hilbert space to a
space H that allows all link configurations, with terms
added to the Hamiltonian to penalize violations of the fusion
rules. We extend the inner product and Hamiltonian to H in
the simplest way possible—say, by extending the Hamil-
tonian to be kE times the identity on the space Vk of configu-
rations with k violations of the fusion rules and taking the
inner product such that Vk is orthogonal to Vl for k l. The
new Hamiltonian is Hermitian on H, preserves HH, and
reduces to the original Hamiltonian on H. For E much larger
than the ground-state energy in the original problem, the
ground state and all low-lying states in the new problem are
the same as those in the original one. The upshot is that H
now has a tensor product decomposition, and entanglement
entropy can be defined in the conventional way some care
must be taken in normalizing inner products on the sub-
system Hilbert spaces. This conventional definition for
states in HH coincides with ours above. We also note that
this is how entanglement entropy was defined in the numeri-
cal algorithm of Ref. 9, which recovered the central charges
c=4 /5,7 /10 in the uniform case of the golden chain.
The calculation of the entanglement entropy for the Fi-
bonacci chain proceeds along the same lines as previous cal-
culations of the entropy. To gain orientation for the calcula-
tion we will shortly pursue, let us review the entanglement
entropy calculation for the simplest instance of an infinite-
randomness fixed point; the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model.17
There, the basic idea is to count the number of singlets
formed over a boundary of the interval, up to a cut-off size L
energy-length scaling turns this into a cutoff in . Each
singlet contributes 1 to the entanglement entropy. Real-space
RG analysis shows that the number of singlets is propor-
tional to log  log L; so we obtain logarithmic scaling of
the block entanglement entropy. It turns out that this loga-
rithmic scaling persists in the disordered Fibonacci chain, but
obtaining the coefficient in front of the logarithm is consid-
erably more difficult. For one thing, we already saw earlier
discussion preceding Fig. 6 that even in the AFM fixed
point, obtaining the entanglement entropy required using F
moves to change to a more convenient basis.
Obtaining the entropy in the mixed fixed point of the Fi-
bonacci chain is even more difficult because the ground state
now contains not just singlets but also complicated treelike
structures since two ’s can fuse into another  and not just to
a singlet. The problem, however, is still tractable although
instead of looking at the RG time between successive sin-
glets we must now look at RG times between consecutive
AFM decimations and the treelike structures that form be-
tween them Fig. 11a. Just as each singlet in the AFM case
contributed asymptotically log2  in the case of many sin-
glets, we will find a similar simplification in the mixed case
for a large number of AFM decimations—each treelike struc-
ture will asymptotically contribute some amount to the en-
tropy. The RG process will average over all trees so we will
have some average contribution Stree to the entanglement
entropy. To get the dependence on the block length L, we
first use energy-length scaling to relate L to the RG flow
variables, 13 ln L−ln  l. We show in Sec. IV B that AFM
decimations occur with period 3/2 in l. Thus for a block of
size L, we have n 23 l
2
9 ln L AFM decimations separating
treelike structures straddling each end point of the block,
which gives a contribution of
4
9
Streeln L . 51
We will see that there will also be another contribution to
the entanglement entropy, coming from the residual singlets
FM/AFM0 1/2
FIG. 8. Color online Flow diagram for the mixed Fibonacci
chain. Two fixed points exist. The AFM fixed point is unstable with
respect to the introduction of FM bonds. A stable fixed point exists
at the symmetric FM-AFM point.
H
H H H HA AB B
10 0 1
=
FIG. 9. Decomposition of the total Hilbert space into superse-
lection sectors.
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left straddling the end points after the treelike structures have
been resolved. We will compute this rainbow contribution
carefully later in this section, but first we turn to calculating
the RG times between the various decimations.
B. RG times between decimations
A pictorial representation of the RG process is given in
Fig. 10. We see that eventually a ground state of the form
shown in Fig. 11 is generated. To quantitatively understand
real-space RG, we will need to compute the logarithm of the
RG times between various types of decimations.
Now, in the simple case of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg model,
one is interested in the logarithm of RG time between suc-
cessive decimations of the partition bond—the bond through
which the boundary of the region passes. After each decima-
tion of the partition bond, the coupling distribution at the
bond is different than the average distribution in the chain.
Nevertheless, it is independent of the other surviving
bonds,17 and in that sense, it “resets.” Thus the RG time
duration between successive decimations obeys a Poisson
distribution characterized by one number, the average of the
logarithm of the RG time between successive decimations.
No history dependence of this number appears for the anti-
ferromagnet.
Our mixed Fibonacci case is more complicated due to the
presence of both FM and AFM decimations. Here we must
consider all possible histories of FM and AFM decimations,
as illustrated in Fig. 10, and compute probabilities for each.
Nevertheless, the Fibonacci chain has several simplifying
factors which make the problem more tractable. First, as in
the case of the spin-1 Heisenberg chain calculation, once the
partition bond undergoes an AFM decimation, the resulting
distribution of the coupling across the partition bond is reset
and is independent of the chain’s history. Second, the distri-
bution of bond strengths is always symmetric with respect to
the exchange of FM and AFM couplings. It turns out that it is
characterized by just two numbers: the time between an
AFM decimation and the next decimation equally likely to
be FM and AFM by symmetry and the time between a FM
decimation and the next one again equally likely to be FM
and AFM.
To see this, we notice that the joint probability distribu-
tion of all the bonds takes one of two forms, depending on
whether we have just had a FM or an AFM decimation.
Immediately following an AFM decimation, we have an in-
dependent distribution for all bonds with the partition bond
having distribution
Q = 2
2
e−2/ 52
and all the other bonds following P= 1e
−2/
. FM deci-
mations are even simpler: after an FM decimation, all the
bonds follow P= 1e
−2/
. The surrounding bonds do get
changed from AFM to FM and vice versa; but because they
are equally likely to be one or the other at the mixed fixed
point i.e., the distribution is symmetric with respect to the
interchange, there is no net effect. One can verify these
observations by noting, as in Ref. 17, that under RG evolu-
tion following an AFM decimation the distribution retains its
form, with Q changing in a complicated way and P evolving
1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2
1/4
1/4 1/4
1/4
FIG. 10. RG history near the partition bond represented by the
dashed vertical line. The partition bond is at some point decimated
with equal probabilities of having an AFM and FM decimation. In
the case of an AFM decimation, we get another partition bond,
which will at some point be decimated by an AFM or FM decima-
tion, again with equal probability. In the case of an FM decimation,
however, we produce a partition site, which can decimate, either via
AFM or FM decimation, with either the site to its left or the site to
its right. All four of these possibilities are equally likely. Carried out
further, this process will generate complicated treelike structures.
Note that we have ignored decimations that do not involve the
partition bond or partition site.
AAA
AAA
B B B
B B B
1
1
23
3 2 1 2 3
321
FIG. 11. a Trivalent graph representing a ground state gener-
ated by the real-space RG. It can be decomposed into tree compo-
nents, which are separated by AFM decimations of the partition
bond, denoted in the figure by dotted lines. There could also be tree
diagrams that do not straddle the partition bond and hence do not
contribute to the entanglement entropy; we omit them from the
illustration for clarity. b After applying F-matrix relations we can
reduce the trivalent graph in a to a superposition of graphs of this
form. Here the dashed lines denote either a 1 trivial or  non-
trivial line.
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as its explicit dependence on  dictates. In fact, in much the
same way as was done in Ref. 17 we can derive an equation
for the RG evolution of Q;
dQ
d
= Q −
2

Q
+
4

	 d1d2	 − 1 − 2P1Q2 .
53
We solve it by making the ansatz
Q = a + b2

 1

e−2/, 54
with a and b functions of . Let l=ln 0 , where 0 is the RG
time when the AFM decimation occurred. The initial condi-
tions at l=0 are then a=0, b=1. Plugging the ansatz into
Eq. 53 then yields
da
dl
= − 3a + 2b ,
db
dl
= a − 2b . 55
The solution is
a =
2
3
e−l − e−4l ,
b =
1
3
2e−l + e−4l . 56
To extract the expected value l until the next decimation,
note that the probability p that another decimation has not
occurred by RG time 0 is simply
p = 	
0

dQ = a + b. 57
The expected value of l at the next decimation is then
l = − 	
0

ldp = 2	
0

aldl =
4
3	0

e−l − e−4ldl =
15
12
.
58
Notice that l is independent of 0.
In a similar manner, we can consider the case where an
FM decimation of the partition bond has just occurred at 0.
In this case all the bond strengths just evolve according to
independent distributions P= 1e
−2/ so the whole situa-
tion is characterized by an overall probabilistic weight w.
The RG equation for w is readily derived to be
dw = − 4w
d

, 59
where the prefactor of 4 is due to the fact that the site con-
taining the partition can be decimated by processes on either
side of it which can each be either FM or AFM, thus leading
to four possibilities. This equation is solved by w
=  /0−4=e−4l. The expected value of l at the next decima-
tion is then
l = −	 de−4ll = 4	 e−4lldl = 14 . 60
Finally, we compute the average l between AFM deci-
mations, as follows. First, note that there can be any number
of FM decimations in between the two AFM decimations.
Since each decimation is equally likely to be AFM and FM,
the probability of having precisely k FM decimations is
2−k−1. The expected l is therefore
l = 
n=0
 1512 + 14n2−n−1 = 1512 + 14 = 32 . 61
C. Entropy calculation
We now use the knowledge of mean decimation times to
do the entropy calculation. We are interested in the scaling
limit of large L, which translates to looking at large l
=log 0 . In this case a complicated treelike structure forms
over each end point of the length L interval, and we need to
figure out its entropy contribution. As we mentioned above,
for the case of the random Fibonacci chain with only AFM
couplings, where the picture is a rainbow diagram straddling
each end point, the asymptotic contribution in the large rain-
bow limit of each singlet in the rainbow is log2 . We will
now find an analogous rainbow picture for the mixed Fi-
bonacci chain.
Let us focus on just one boundary of the interval so we
have one partition bond. The ground-state trivalent graph
that forms over it can be decomposed into connected tree
components Fig. 11a as follows. The first innermost tree
is generated by all the FM decimations prior to the first AFM
decimation of the partition bond if the first decimation is
AFM, the tree is just a singlet. The next tree is generated by
all the FM decimations between the first and second AFM
decimations and so on. As shown in Fig. 11a these trees can
be thought of as “thickened stripes;” it is just that now the
stripes consist of not only a singlet but an entire tree strad-
dling the partition bond. The idea now is to use F-matrix
relations to decompose each tree into a superposition of
graphs which have only 0 or 1 lines straddling the partition
bond so as to get the ground state to look like a superposition
of rainbow diagrams Fig. 11b. The entropy will then be a
sum of a rainbow contribution and a contribution coming
from the entanglement between the graphs on either side of
the partition bond joined by the rainbow stripes.
Before we go into details, let us compute a specific ex-
ample. Consider the graph in Fig. 12, which describes two
FM decimations followed by an AFM one. To compute its
entanglement entropy we apply the F-matrix move as shown
in Fig. 12 and decompose it into a superposition of the two
graphs on the right side of the equation. The entanglement
entropy is then −−2 log2−2−−1 log2−1. In general we
will need to apply many F-matrix moves and the superposi-
tion will be more complicated.
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Let us proceed step by step. Label the thickened stripes
trees in Fig. 11a by an index i running from 1 to the
number of thickened stripes n and suppose the ith stripe con-
nects a region Ai on the left side of the partition to a region
Bi on the right side. Consider Hilbert spaces HAi and HBi
associated with these sites. These are spanned by trivalent
graphs having end points on those sites, as before, but this
time because the regions may have nontrivial topological
charge, we have the familiar decompositions HAi =HAi
0
HAi
1
and HBi =HBi
0
HBi
1
. The index 0 and 1 just corresponds to
whether or not Ai and Bi are connected by a  line. The
Hilbert space Hi of the union is
Hi = HAi
0
 HBi
0
 HAi
1
 HBi
1
. 62
The ground state is a product state in H= iHi. Using the
decomposition for Hi we write the factors i=ii
0+ii
1
.
Here i
j are normalized to have norm 1 and i2+ i2=1.
For convenience we take i and i as real and positive. Let 
be the average over i of i2. When we foil the above prod-
uct we get the ground state as a superposition of 2n states
with differing rainbow configurations. One can check by
taking inner products and using the no tadpoles rule that not
only are all these states orthogonal but all the states that enter
into the Schmidt decomposition of one on, say, the left side
are orthogonal to all the states that enter the Schmidt decom-
position of the other. This yields a block diagonal decompo-
sition of the density matrix of, say, the left side. Thus we can
deal with the blocks in this block diagonal decomposition
separately. We label these 2n blocks with label b. Each block
b corresponds to a choice of hi=0,1, where hi specifies the
topological charge of Ai. The trace of such a block b is
tb = 
i
i
2hii
21−hi
. 63
Let us compute −TrMb log Mb for block b. To do this
we choose a convenient basis for the space where the, say,
left components of the Schmidt decomposition of the state
corresponding to this graph lie. In general, a basis can be
given by the set of all labelings of a trivalent tree, consistent
with the fusion rules i.e., you cannot have two 1’s and a  at
a vertex. So we pick a tree for each region Ai and then join
these up as in Fig. 13 for a tree defined over the whole left
region note that we are in the subspace where the topologi-
cal charges of each Ai are fixed by hi so we are not looking at
all labelings but fixing some of the edges to be . This is
precisely the kind of graph used in Ref. 21 to compute the
entropy of the rainbow diagram Fig. 14. The only differ-
ence in our case is that we have extra degrees of freedom
corresponding to the graphs for each Ai. So we have found a
basis which consists of labelings of several subgraphs of a
trivalent tree which do not interfere with each other. Namely,
these subgraphs are the graphs near each Ai, and an extra one
consisting of the edges which link the various Ai—it will
lead to the rainbow contribution in the equation below. Be-
cause there is no intersubgraph constraints, i.e., the labelings
on the subgraphs can be chosen independently, the entropy is
simply a sum of contributions from each subgraph. Here,
− TrMb log Mb = − tb log tb + tbSb
rainbow + tb
i
Si
hi
.
64
Here the first term comes from the normalization of the
block b, which has overall trace tb, the second term is the
rainbow contribution mentioned above, asymptotically equal
to log2  times the number of nonzero hi, and Si
j is the en-
tropy associated to i
j i.e., the contribution from the graphs
around Ai and Bi. Summing over all blocks b and perform-
ing some elementary algebra, we get the entropy to be
S = 
i
− 2i
2 log i − 2i
2 log i + i
2Si
0 + i
2Si
1 + Sb
rainbow ,
65
where the average Sb
rainbow is taken over all blocks b with
weight tb. This average is approximately equal to log2 
times the average number of stripes, n, so that
-1
= -
-1/2
+
FIG. 12. Application of one F-matrix move decomposes the
graph on the left into the superposition on the right.
A1A 2A 3A 4
FIG. 13. A trivalent graph whose labelings give a basis for the
Hilbert space left of the partition bond. Here we have a tree for each
region Ai, with the line leading out of Ai fixed to be  for i
=1,3 ,4 or 1 for i=2. The rest of the lines, including the lines
connecting different Ai, can be labeled at will, consistent with the
fusion rules. The label of the dashed line gives the total topological
charge of the left side of the system.
a)
b)
FIG. 14. a A rainbow diagram. b Typical state at the FM-
AFM point. The dashed lines denote the location of AFM decima-
tions, which separate the thickened stripes.
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S 
i
− 2i
2 log i − 2i
2 log i + i
2Si
0 + i
2Si
1
+ n log2  . 66
Recall that we defined  above to be the average over i of
i2, which is just the fraction of regions Ai which have
nontrivial topological charge.
In Eq. 66 the first quantity sums up the tree contribu-
tions Stree discussed at the beginning of this section. Thus Eq.
51 shows that it is equal to
4
9
Streeln L . 67
To compute Stree we note that the average is taken over all
possible trees generated by FM decimations between two
consecutive AFM decimations. There are many possible trees
since we can choose the number r of FM decimations. More-
over for each FM decimation we must decide whether to
decimate with the right or the left site. The probability of
each such tree is 2−2r−1. We have computed this average
numerically via a MATHEMATICA program. The program ba-
sically takes each possible tree and builds up the correspond-
ing wave function , step by step in a convenient basis by
applying the FM decimations. It then traces out half the sys-
tem, finds the eigenvalues of the density matrix, computes
the entanglement entropy, and finally averages over the trees.
We obtain Stree=0.115 approximately. The program also
computes =0.927. Putting this into Eq. 66 we get S
=
4
9 ln L0.115+0.927 log2 so that
S = 0.234 log2 L . 68
The program goes up to r=9, and we can bound the error
obtained by omitting the remaining trees by a quantity expo-
nentially small in r. Basically this is because the probability
of having a tree with a given value of r is exponentially
small, 2r+1, whereas the maximal entropy contribution of
such a tree only scales linearly in n because the dimension
of the Hilbert space is exponential in n. This argument
yields a rigorous bound of 0.0006 on the coefficient in Eq.
68.
Thus the effective central charge we obtain for the mixed
fixed point is
ceff
mixed  3 0.234 = 0.702. 69
As we will discuss in Sec. VI, this result is bigger than the
effective charge in the antiferromagnetic random-singlet
fixed point.
V. NON-ABELIAN ANYONS AND INFINITE DISORDER
A. Fusion rules and real-space RG
In this paper so far we analyzed the infinite disorder fixed
points of the Fibonacci model. Rather surprisingly, the Fi-
bonacci anyons lend themselves very readily to real-space
RG analysis and give rise to a remarkably rich phase dia-
gram. It is then natural to ask; will similar effects arise in
other chains of non-Abelian anyons?
In fact, a deep relationship exists between real-space RG
and the behavior of non-Abelian anyons. To see this consider
first the ground state of conventional spin chains. In order to
find the ground state of a conventional spin chain in a strong-
disorder phase, we would apply real-space decimation rules
to bond with strong coupling. The type of decimation we
apply will depend on the local Hamiltonian and the Hilbert
space of the system. For instance, in the spin-1/2 AFM
Heisenberg model, two neighboring spin-1/2’s can fuse ac-
cording to the SU2 rule;
1
2

1
2
= 0  1. 70
A decimation rule applied to these two neighboring spins
will choose one of the fusion subspaces—the spin-singlet or
spin-triplet—according to the local Hamiltonian. The gener-
alization of this principal to the case of non-Abelian chains is
nearly trivial. The spin-compounding rule Eq. 70 is sub-
stituted by the fusion algebra of the non-Abelian system,
a  b = 
c
Nab
c c , 71
where Nab
c is the number of ways the superselection sectors a
and b can fuse into c.
A major difference, however, between rules 70 and 71
is that fusion rules for a non-Abelian algebra are always
closed, while in regular spin chains, the fusion rules include
an infinite set of subspaces. The closure of the fusion rules
for non-Abelian anyons is a manifestation of the nonlocality
of their Hilbert space, and therefore unique to these systems.
It implies that one can always apply a real-space RG scheme
without ever generating new types of coupling in the renor-
malized Hamiltonian. Furthermore, just as in conventional
spin chains, a decimation will result either in a Ma-Dasgupta
renormalization of the neighboring couplings or in their mul-
tiplication by a factor of magnitude smaller than 1. Therefore
sufficiently disordered and most likely even weakly disor-
dered non-Abelian chains will exhibit an infinite-
randomness behavior in the large length scale properties of
their ground state.
B. S1 Õ2 Heisenberg chains and the SU(2)k fusion algebra
The above observation is easily demonstrated using the
mixed FM/AFM fixed point of the Fibonacci anyons. Both
FM and AFM couplings between two Fibonacci anyons lead
to fusion into either a Fibonacci anyon or the vacuum;
   = 1   . 72
Therefore we can generically carry out a real-space RG
analysis to its conclusion. But in spin-1/2 chains with
nearest-neighbor couplings that could be either FM or AFM,
it is easy to see that we generate higher and higher spins, and
as a result it does not flow to an infinite-randomness fixed
point although a fixed point of the mixed spin-1/2 chain was
observed numerically in Refs. 24 and 25 unless their Hamil-
tonian is restricted, e.g., by a symmetry in the problem which
prevents large-moments formation. This is the case in S
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1 /2 Heisenberg models,26–28 which we will now briefly
discuss.
Disordered Heisenberg spin chains with spin S1 /2
were successfully analyzed by a real-space decimation pro-
cedure that instead of forcing two strongly interacting sites
into their lowest-energy subspace usually the singlet, it just
forbids them from their highest-energy subspace usually
with spin 2S. This gives rise to sites becoming effectively
lower-spin sites, with spins Si=1 /2, . . . ,S.26,27 Although the
bare Hamiltonian contains only antiferromagnetic couplings,
the decimation procedure also generates ferromagnetic
bonds. These raise the spectra of large-spin moment forma-
tion, but the bipartiteness of the chain in the bare Hamil-
tonian guarantees that these FM couplings can never give
rise to a spin larger than the original spin.
The fact that in disordered Heisenberg models the real-
space decimation rules only allow the formation of spins not
larger than the original spins makes these rules almost iden-
tical to the fusion rules of the truncated SU2 representa-
tions, SU2k, with k=2S. As an example consider the spin-1
Heisenberg model. After some renormalization, the spin-1
chain effectively contains sites completely decimated spin-0,
partially decimated spin-1/2, and sites that are spin-1. Upon
real-space decimation, the ground state is formed by the fol-
lowing “fusion” rules,
1  1 = 0,
1  1/2 = 1/2,
1/2  1/2 = 0  1. 73
These fusion channels are picked energetically; i.e., two
spin-1 sites can fuse into a spin-2 moment, but this will be
very costly and will be excluded from the ground-state wave
function. The two fusion possibilities of the spin-1/2 in the
last line indicate that spin-1/2’s can have FM and AFM in-
teractions. If we now compare this to the SU22,
   = 1,
   =  ,
   = 1   , 74
we can identify the nontrivial superselection sector, , with
spin-1/2, as expected from the Bratteli diagram, and the
trivial sector  with spin-1.
Indeed the two fusion rules are essentially identical. But
as opposed to rule 73, which is imposed by energy consid-
eration, the fusion rule 74 is complete and describes the full
Hilbert state rather than the ground state. Therefore the
ground state of a disordered SU22 chain is different than
that of a spin-1 disordered Heisenberg chain. In fact, the
SU22 reduces to a random Majorana chain, analyzed in
Ref. 21, which has a random-singlet ground state. A similar
situation prevails in the case of the spin-3/2 Heisenberg
model:28 the decimation rules for the spin model are almost
exactly the same as the fusion rules for SU23 except for
the Heisenberg model not allowing the fusion 1 1=1,
which could be corrected by allowing biquadratic coupling.
Nevertheless, the spin-3/2 Heisenberg chain exhibits two
random-singlet phases, separated by a four-domain permuta-
tion symmetric fixed point, while the behavior of the non-
trivial sector of the SU23 is given by the above analysis of
the Fibonacci chain.
C. Infinite randomness universality classes in non-Abelian
anyons
Although the analogy between the spin S1 /2 Heisen-
berg model decimation rules and the fusion rules of SU2k
theories does not help us find new ground states, it demon-
strates something rather important. Just as the random
Heisenberg models allow the discovery of the permutation
symmetric sequence of infinite-randomness fixed points,11
we expect that an investigation of disordered SU2k chains
will also lead to different infinite-randomness universality
classes. We leave this study for future research.
D. Limit of k\
In the case of the disordered AFM golden chain, it is
possible to generalize the setup slightly by considering other
larger values of k. Retaining the quantum spin-1 representa-
tion for the anyons out of which we build the chain, the
entire analysis of Ref. 21 goes through, with only the quan-
tum dimension changed from  to 2 cos / k+2. It is
gratifying to see that in the “classical” limit k→, we repro-
duce the spin-1/2 result, with each singlet contributing
log2 2=1 to the entanglement entropy.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we carry out an exhaustive analysis of the
simplest random chain of non-Abelian quasiparticles: the Fi-
bonacci or golden chain. Using real-space RG, we are able to
analyze the phase diagram and stability of the entire param-
eter range of the nearest-neighbor Fibonacci chain, where
each pair of neighboring sites interacts by assigning an en-
ergy cost for fusing in the trivial channel or in the anyonic
channel.
The phase diagram we find is split between two phases,
both of which are infinite-randomness phases. When there
are only couplings favoring fusion into the trivial channel
i.e., only AFM couplings the flow is to the random-singlet
fixed point. When any finite density of “ferromagnetic cou-
plings,” i.e., couplings preferring the  fusion channel, are
sprinkled in, the random-singlet fixed point is destabilized,
and the chain flows to a mixed infinite-randomness phase,
which is characterized by the energy-length scaling exponent
= 13 and a coupling distribution function J
1
J1−/ , with
=2, for both FM and AFM sites. This stable fixed point,
somewhat surprisingly, is in the same universality class as
the transition point between the Haldane phase and the
random-singlet phase of the random spin-1 Heisenberg
model.11,26,27 For the golden chain, the mixed fixed point also
has a diagrammatic representation in terms of random triva-
lent graphs. The mixed fixed point is the first nonsinglet
stable infinite-randomness fixed point to be discovered.
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Another important character of this new infrared IR
fixed point is its entanglement entropy. Both infinite-
randomness fixed points exhibit the characteristic log L scal-
ing,
S =
1
3
ceff
mixed ln L . 75
The coefficient in front of the ln for the pure AFM chain was
computed in Ref. 21, where it was found that it reflects the
quantum dimension of the Fibonacci anyons, ceffRS=ln 
=0.481. The entropy scaling calculation in the mixed phase
is more intricate owing to the complicated trivalent graph
nature of the ground state. We found the effective central
charge, ceff
mixed
, to be
ceff
mixed
= 3 0.234 = 0.702. 76
Since this result was obtained through a combination of nu-
merical and analytical methods, it is hard to gain an intuitive
understanding of the numerical result. Nevertheless, it is in-
teresting to compare it to its pure-system analog and to the
effective central charge of the random-singlet phase. It is
most likely that the mixed IR phase is also the terminus of
flow from the ferromagnetic pure Fibonacci chain. The cen-
tral charge of the critical FM golden chains was determined
in Ref. 9 to be c=4 /5=0.8ceffmixed. Hence the effective cen-
tral charged dropped along the flow. Comparing our result,
though, to the central charge in the random-singlet phase
immediately reveals that the effective central charge in-
creased in the strong randomness RG flow from the random-
singlet phase to the mixed IR phase. Thus the suggestion that
strong randomness flows may have a c theorem associated
with them is contradicted.
This result is rather different, and it is worth mentioning
that one can see that it is true without having to do the full
calculation of the entanglement entropy in the mixed FM/
AFM phase. To see this, first of all one notices that the av-
erage l between AFM decimations, equal to 3/2 Eq. 61,
is half of that in the AFM phase. This means the treelike
structures form twice as fast as the singlets in the AFM
phase. Now, to compare coefficients in front of ln L one must
multiply by the energy-length scaling exponent, which is 1/3
in the mixed phase and 1/2 in the AFM phase. So the number
of treelike structures forming over the end points is 4/3 times
the number of singlets in the forming in the AFM phase.
However, with probability 1/2 the treelike structure is simply
a singlet AFM decimation following another AFM decima-
tion, and with probability 1/4 it is simply a tree on three
sites one FM decimation between the AFM decimations
whose contribution to the entropy is the same as a singlets.
Thus the treelike structures contribute at least 3/4 as much
entanglement entropy as singlets, and given that there are 4/3
times as many of them as singlets in the AFM phase, the
mixed phase has at least as much entropy as the AFM phase.
The fact that the more complicated trees have a nonzero
contribution immediately shows that the entropy of the
mixed phase is in fact higher than that of the AFM phase.
Now, when we contrast the central charges of the of the
two critical phases of the pure chain, cAFM=0.7 and cFM
=0.8, we find that by the Zamolodchikov c theorem,29 the
AFM phase must be a stable phase with respect to the FM
one unless another critical point appears in between, which
we speculate is unlikely. On the other hand, the flow in the
random golden chain is the opposite: the mixed FM/AFM
phase is stable for essentially all chain coupling distributions,
except for the point in which all couplings are antiferromag-
netic. This situation is summarized in Fig. 15.
Most importantly, we also observed in this paper the close
connection between a fusion algebra and real-space RG. This
connection implies that essentially all strongly disordered
phases of non-Abelian chains will be of the infinite-
randomness class. In the future we intend to analyze the
random phases of non-Abelian chains with different fusion
algebras. While this research is intended to expand our un-
derstanding of random non-Abelian systems, it may also lead
to the discovery of infinite-randomness phases and universal-
ity classes beyond the permutation-symmetric sequence of
Damle and Huse.11
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FIG. 15. Color online Flow diagram of the pure and disordered
golden chain. In the pure chain, assuming no intervening fixed
points exist, the FM fixed point is unstable to flow to the AFM fixed
point, as inferred from the Zamolodchikov c theorem. In the disor-
dered chain, however, the flow is in the opposite direction, with the
mixed FM/AFM phase, which is most likely the terminus of the
flow from the pure FM phase, being stable relative to the random-
singlet phase, which is the result of disordering the pure AFM
phase. The fixed-point effective central charges are also quoted.
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